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Abstract 

Public polls and poll reporting use a variety of descriptors of party affiliation. Most 

common is party self-identification: asking respondents with which party they most identify. 

This is the only available method in most national polls, which cover states with no party 

registration. In states with party registration, pollsters use a mix of party self-identification and 

party registration, either self-reported or drawn from a list of registered voters used for sampling. 

The implications of each method for analysis are not well-understood.  

Using data from five waves of the WBUR Tracking Poll on the 2014 Massachusetts 

General Election, we explore the differences among three methods of identifying voters’ political 

affiliations. Because the polls were conducted using lists of registered voters including party 

affiliation, we are able to compare self-reported and actual party registration, as well as party 

self-identification with actual registration  

We found that a substantial minority of voters misreport their own party registration, and 

many self-identify with a party with which they are not registered. Further, we find self-reported 

measures of partisanship create more polarized groups than do actual registration figures. People 

who say they identify with or are registered with a party are a more concentrated voting bloc 

than actual registered members of that party. Finally, our research supports those who cast a 

skeptical eye on the independence of independents. No matter how they are identified, most 

independents act more like partisans.  
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Introduction: Party registration, self-reported registration, and party ID  

Political affiliation can viewed as either an attitude or a demographic, depending upon 

how it is measured. Most commonly used in public polling is party self-identification (hereafter 

“party ID”): asking respondents with which party they most identify. It has a long and well-

researched history, including competing theories regarding both its formation and changeability. 

We do not intend to explore these issues in-depth, but for those interested, there are many 

summaries available of research on these issues.  

National random digit dial (RDD) telephone polls have no real alternative to party ID. 

The interviewer does not know who they will reach ahead of time, meaning the only way to 

determine any type of party affiliation is by asking. Also, many states do not have party 

registration, so asking party registration would be meaningless to many respondents. Party ID is 

a measure with decades of history, which adds analytical value to the measure. And since it is an 

opinion rather than a demographic characteristic, analyzing historical trends in party ID can offer 

insight into broader political opinion dynamics over time. 

In states such as Massachusetts, where voters can register as part of a party when they 

register to vote, there are other options. Party registration is a defined individual characteristic, 

and not an opinion. It can only be changed by mailing in a new registration form to change 

parties. Party registration is also used to determine eligibility for voting in party primary 

elections. The best way to determine party eligibility is with a list of registered voters that lists 

their party membership.  

If there is an available list of registered voters (as in Massachusetts), a registration based 

sampling (RBS) method can take advantage of party registration, because the respondent’s party 

registration is known ahead of time via the voter list. Anecdotally, it appears its use in public 

polling is increasing. It certainly has become more prevalent in Massachusetts in recent years. As 

recently as 2012, The MassINC Polling Group was the only organization in Massachusetts using 

RBS. In the 2013 election for Mayor of Boston, four of six public pollsters used RBS. In the 
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2014 election, Massachusetts public pollsters used a mix of RBS and RDD
1
. RBS is a common 

method in campaign polling and has been for quite some time.   

As RBS becomes more prevalent among public pollsters, careful consideration is 

warranted of the implications of how party is measured and reported differently in RBS rather 

than the more traditional RDD methods.  

One may also simply ask a voter for their registration in states with party registration, as 

is done with other demographic characteristics such as age, education level, or household 

income. But this approach has perils, as we will demonstrate, since self-reported party 

registration is not reliable.   

Because most public polls use Party ID, the differences between party ID and registration 

are often the subject of discussion as elections approach and the public pays more attention to the 

polls. The party ID composition of respondents to a given poll is often misused as evidence that 

the poll is skewed toward one party or another. This sometimes leads to attempts to reweight the 

data to some imagined population parameter for party ID. Among the worst approaches to this 

already questionable practice is to use party ID figures from exit polls from a previous election 

as the weighting target.  

Informed observers are then forced to explain the meaning of Party ID as the election 

draws closer. Mark Blumenthal wrote in 2004, “It is nearly impossible to blog on political 

polling this week without discussing the subject of weighting by Party ID
2
.” The explanation, oft 

repeated, continued at some length, but basically boils down to this.  

“The most important thing to remember is that Party ID is an attitude, not a demographic.  

People can change their views of political parties.  They cannot change their age, gender, 

race, years of education and locale (unless they’ve moved).” 

                                                           
1
 Analysis of HuffPost Pollster database of publicly released polls in 2012 Massachusetts General Election for U.S. 

Senate, 2013 Boston Mayor Election, and 2014 Massachusetts General Election for Governor and U.S. Senate. 

Accessed May 1, 2015. http://elections.huffingtonpost.com/pollster 

2
 “Weighting by Party.” Mark Blumenthal for Pollster.com, September 23, 2004. Accessed May 2, 2015. 

http://www.mysterypollster.com/main/2004/09/weighting_by_pa.html  

http://elections.huffingtonpost.com/pollster
http://www.mysterypollster.com/main/2004/09/weighting_by_pa.html
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A 2012 Pew Report put it similarly
3
.   

“Most fundamentally, it is an attitude, not a demographic To put it simply, party 

identification is one of the aspects of public opinion that our surveys are trying to 

measure, not something that we know ahead of time like the share of adults who are 

African American, female, or who live in the South.” 

In all of these ways, party registration is different from party ID. It is a stable personal 

characteristic. And it cannot be changed easily, as party ID can by simply replying differently to 

a question in a survey. What is less well-understood is how party ID relates to actual party 

registration. In other words, how are people who identify with a party different from people who 

are registered members of it? And how do people who claim to be members of a party relate to 

those who are registered as such. 

We sought to explore this relationship by asking respondents to self-report their 

registration or their party identification in waves of a tracking survey using RBS, where party 

registration was already known. We discovered problems with the self-reported registration 

approach. Most notably, around a quarter of voters report different party membership than is 

recorded in voter lists.  

It is not clear why voters report inaccurate party registration. It could either be faulty 

recall, or that respondents are using a mental process similar to party ID, where a voter’s 

response indicates more about their political views than their actual registration. Regardless of 

the cause, our research suggests self-reported party registration is not a reliable substitute for 

party registration information drawn from lists of registered voters.  

We also examine party self-identification versus actual party registration, to show that the 

groups of voters who self-identify as Democrats or Republicans overlap only partially with party 

groupings from official voter rolls. Those who report registration with a party or self-identify 

with a party differ systematically from registered members of the party on key opinion dynamics. 

In fact, every group of self-identified Republicans were more likely to vote for the Republican 

                                                           
3
 “Party Affiliation and Election Polls.” Pew Research Center, August 3, 2012.  http://www.people-

press.org/2012/08/03/party-affiliation-and-election-polls/  

http://www.people-press.org/2012/08/03/party-affiliation-and-election-polls/
http://www.people-press.org/2012/08/03/party-affiliation-and-election-polls/
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candidate for governor in 2014 than actual registered Republicans. We also found that unenrolled 

voters – voters who are not registered in either major party, now a majority of Massachusetts 

voters – are not as independent as the name suggests.  

The Data: WBUR Weekly Tracking Poll of Massachusetts 2014 General Election 

The data for this research was drawn from a weekly tracking poll conducted in 

Massachusetts in the run up to the November General Election. The poll was sponsored by 

WBUR, an NPR station in the Boston area, and overseen by The MassINC Polling Group, a non-

partisan polling organization in Boston. The major political contest in the state in 2014 was the 

race for Governor, between Republican Charlie Baker and Democrat Martha Coakley. Three 

independent candidates were also on the ballot. There was no incumbent in the race. The 

tracking poll also monitored the race for U.S. Senate and several ballot questions.  

The surveys were collected via both landline and cell phone via live telephone 

interviewers using RBS. Respondents were identified using a list of registered voters in 

Massachusetts, compiled by the Massachusetts Secretary of the Commonwealth and provided for 

use in these polls by Sage Systems, LLC. Anecdotal reports suggest the quality of the voter file 

in Massachusetts is comparatively good, though we are not aware of any method or set of metric 

with which to perform state by state analysis.  

Approximately 500 interviews with likely voters were completed each week. The data 

covered in this paper spanned 5 weeks of the tracking poll, for a total of 2,503 interviews. In two 

of the weeks, respondents were asked to report their party registration
4
. In the other three, they 

were asked a conventional form of the party self-identification question (hereafter, "party ID"). 

Those who self- identified as independent were towards which party they leaned
5
.  

Because the polls were conducted using RBS, we knew each respondent’s true party 

registration. We examined actual party registration alongside self-reported party registration as 

                                                           
4
 The self-reported party registration question reads “Are you currently registered as a Democrat, Republican, 

or Independent?” 

5
 The Party ID question reads “In politics today, do you consider yourself a Republican, Democrat, or 

Independent?” The follow-up question reads “As of today do you lean more to the Republican Party or more 

to the Democratic Party?” 
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well as responses to a conventional form of the party ID question. With two measures of party in 

each survey (one self-reported, one drawn from the voter list), we are able make several 

observations about the implications of different ways of measuring partisanship.  

Comparing methods of reporting party affiliation 

Self-reported party registration is not an accurate measure.  

In about a quarter (24 percent) of cases, voters did not accurately report their party 

registration. The correct and incorrect responses for each party were in the same ballpark, with 

between 73 and 79 percent of members of each party correctly reporting their affiliation. This 

makes it clear that, even in states where party registration exists, self-reported measures are not 

an adequate substitute for official, individual-level data. This makes party registration somewhat 

unique in terms of key demographic information, for which self-reported measures are often used 

as reliable indicators. 

 

Self-reported party registration also produces a stronger concentration of partisans than 

actual party registration. Put another way, someone who tells a pollster they are registered as a 

Republican was more likely to support the Republican candidate than actual registered 

Republicans, and similarly with Democrats. In this way, it is similar to party ID, which also 

produced a more polarized grouping.  

What is clear then is that, even in states with party registration, relying on self-reported 

registration is not an acceptable alternative. Such self-reported metrics could perhaps be used as 

an indicator of party preference, akin to party ID questions. But they cannot be seen as reliably 

Figure 1: Comparing party registration with self-reported registration. 

Actual registration, from 

voter registration records 

Self-reported party registration 

Dem Rep Indy Other 

Don’t 

Know Total 

Democrat 79% 2% 16% 0% 2% 100% 

Republican 11% 73% 14% 1% 1% 100% 

Independent / Unenrolled 17% 6% 75% 1% 2% 100% 

Total correct = 76 percent  

Incorrect or don’t know = 24 percent.  
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corresponding to actual party registration, and certainly should not be used for weighting or 

evaluating the sample’s demographic composition.  

Because of who self-reports registration with either party, any self-reported party 

registration information would be prone to errors including the production of a more extreme 

group of partisans. So while the population parameter may be known, in states where party 

registration exists, self-reported status should not be used as a weighting variable or any kind of 

population parameter. Indeed, the analysis of voting patterns below shows it may be more similar 

to party ID, an expression of political opinion rather than a demographic characteristic. 

Party ID also differs considerably from actual registration 

Comparing party ID with actual registration shows even more disagreement than 

comparing self-reported and actual registration. Only 68 percent of respondents self-identify with 

the party with which they are actually registered. Registered Republicans are the group least 

likely to do so, with only about half (54 percent) identifying as Republicans when asked.  

Figure 2: Comparing party registration to party ID, with leaners shown 

Actual 

registration, 

from voter 

records 

Party self-identification 

Dem Rep 

Total 

Indep 

Indep 

(Pure) 

Indep 

Lean Dem 

Indep 

Lean Rep 

Don't 

know / 

Refused Total 

Democrat 68% 4% 27% 8% 14% 5% 1% 100% 

Republican 5% 54% 38% 6% 4% 28% 3% 100% 

Independent / 

Unenrolled 
16% 8% 72% 17% 25% 30% 4% 100% 

 

When the leanings of independents are taken into account, more registered Democrats 

and Republicans “come home,” identifying with their party of record. Incorporating leaners 

improves the performance of Party ID at predicting the actual registration of Democrats and 

Republicans, but it misses the mark on Independents. Only 17 percent of those who initially 

identified as independent stick to the label once asked whether they lean towards one party or the 

other. Taking into account all voters, just 13 percent of all voters remain independent through the 

leaner question. By comparison, a slight majority of all voters in Massachusetts are registered as 

“unenrolled,” or independent. 
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Figure 3: Comparing party registration to party ID, with leaners allocated 

Actual registration, from 

voter registration records 

Party self-identification 

Dems and 

leaners 

Reps and 

leaners 

Pure 

Independent 

Don't know / 

Refused Total 

Democrat 81% 10% 8% 1% 100% 

Republican 8% 83% 6% 3% 100% 

Independent / Unenrolled 41% 37% 17% 4% 100% 

 

Measuring party differently brings different voting behavior 

These groupings also demonstrate different voting behavior, with party affiliations 

showing different levels of polarization depending how they were derived. Saying you identify 

as a Democrat, lean toward the Democratic party, or are registered with the Democratic party are 

different than actually being registered in terms of voting patterns.  

For this analysis, we calculated the margin between the Democratic and Republican 

gubernatorial candidates for each week of the survey, and then that margin among each 

registration/identification grouping. To control for changes in the race over multiple weeks of the 

poll, we focused on the difference between the margin for each group and the overall margin for 

the week. So if Group A preferred the Republican by a 35 point margin and the week’s total 

margin was 4 points, the “net margin” would be 31 points.  

The two-part party ID question set offers various ways of breaking down the subgroups. 

One can leave the three groupings (Democrat, Republican, Independent/other) intact, as is shown 

in the table below under “Party ID”. Those who say they lean toward Democrats or Republicans 

can be broken out separately, as is shown under the “Party ID Leaners” grouping. Or the leaners 

can be grouped together with those who identify as Republican or Democrat at the outset, shown 

as “Party ID with Indies allocated”.  

In all but one case, self-reporting groupings have higher absolute net margins than each 

party’s actual registered voters. In other words, people who report affiliation exhibit more 

partisanship in their voting behavior than the actual, registered members of each party. The one 

exception is independents who lean Democrat; they vote less for the Democrats than registered 

Democrats. But the opposite is true on the Republican side, and to an exaggerated extent. 

Independent who lean Republican are among the most partisan of any voting bloc.  
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Figure X:  
Distance from overall margin (positive = More Republican, Negative = More Democrat) 

Method Party 

Distance 

from margin 

Self-Reported Registration Republican 94% 

Party ID Leaners Independent Lean Republican 90% 

Party ID with Indies allocated Republican 88% 

Party ID Republican 86% 

Voter file Registration Republican 81% 

Party ID with Indies allocated Independent / Other 29% 

Party ID Independent / Other 29% 

Self-Reported Registration Independent 24% 

Voter file Registration Independent 22% 

Party ID Leaners Independent Lean Democrat -45% 

Voter file Registration Democrat -58% 

Self-Reported Registration Democrat -61% 

Party ID with Indies allocated Democrat -67% 

Party ID Democrat -79% 

 

Dashed hopes for independent candidates 

It is an oft repeated idea in Massachusetts politics that, because a slight (though growing) 

majority of Massachusetts voters are registered independent, an independent candidate has a 

chance at winning. This is not the case, any more than if no voters were registered independent, 

or if the state had not party registration at all. The independent designation is perhaps appealing 

to some voters, but mostly meaningless to candidates seeking their vote. Very few registered 

independents are truly independent. Instead, they are partisans in disguise, and most will show 

their party colors with a bit of prompting. Asking registered independents to party ID questions 

reveals that only 17 percent eschew either party on further prompting. 

The same is true with self-identified independents. Although 52 percent initially identify 

as independent, most of them lean one way or the other; 71 percent of independents end up 

choosing a party when pushed. After the leaner question is asked, just 12 percent of voters 

remained as self-identified independents. And those who say they lean Republican have an even 

higher net margin than registered Republicans, further calling into question their initial 

identification as independent. As a group, self-identified independents in Massachusetts tend to 
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be more conservative than average, and were 29 points more likely to vote for the Republican 

than average.  

A more apt description would be that Massachusetts voter’s penchant for registering and 

identifying as independents helps Republican candidates more than independent candidates. 

Winning among registered independents is a major part of the recipe for Republicans looking to 

make up for the 3 to 1 registration advantage among Democrats. Similarly, running up the score 

among party ID independents are the only way Republicans win in Massachusetts.  

Conclusion 

Party registration is a useful piece of demographic information that is underappreciated 

since most public polls (necessarily) use party ID. But to use it well, it must be drawn from voter 

lists rather than asking the respondent. While it may be tempting to use self-reported registration, 

this research shows this approach to be unreliable and therefore perilous.  

We also found that self-reported measures of partisanship produce more polarized voting 

blocs than actual party registration figures. This is true both in party ID and self-reported party 

registration. Those who chose a party are more concentrated in their voting choices than are 

actual registered partisans. Examination of party ID shows that most voters will choose a party if 

pushed, and that the degree of independence of Massachusetts voters can easily be exaggerated.  

One obvious limitation of this research is that it only represents Massachusetts. Each state 

has its own unique history of party politics, meaning these results may vary from state to state. It 

seems likely that recollection of party registration probably varies little by state. But which 

direction self-reported measures move is less obvious. In Massachusetts, self-reported party 

membership produces more polarized groupings than actual registration. Whether this holds 

elsewhere is perhaps a matter for future research.  

 


